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The 8 Benefits of Gratitude: How Gratitude Can
Help Develop Success
If you want more out of your life - this can help.
No matter if it's: more happiness, better health, deeper relationships, increased
productivity, more money....
What if I told you that there is one attribute that can help with all of that and
more Your Attitude on GRATITUDE
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Pretty cool - who would have thought Gratitude could do all this. After working
with Gratitude in my own life for many years, I really began to understand the
value and power of it. And have become grateful for Gratitude

1. Gratitude = happiness
Add a Gratitude Journal to your daily calendar of ToDo's. This daily simple
recognition can have a 10 fold effect on the value your bring to your life.
Simply based on the suggestion of bene ts from Gratitude warrants freeing up
ve minutes a day for it. Gratitude improves our health, relationships, emotions,
personality, and career.

Gratitude is like Spinach to Popeye for getting strong. Gratitude helps build our
muscles of Value. And when we acknowledge value it returns it to us. We feel
more confident, capable, able, willing, thankful, loving, creative,... Happier.

Acknowledging the Gratitude in different areas of your life is the rst step. And
just like you would build different muscles groups in your body, you'd do the
same with gratitude. Looking at different area's in your life to be Grateful.
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Writing a Gratitude Journal is a great way to build these muscles. Can make us so
much happier. It might seem like a small amount of Gratitude recognition and
seem like it might take a long time for any results - however, you'd be surprised at
the level of value you receive from a small amount of gratitude recognition. The
emotional value out weighs the physical (acknowledgment).
While in a grateful mood, we will feel gratitude more frequently, when we do feel
gratitude it will be more intense and held for longer, and we will feel gratitude for
more things at the same time. Gratitude is like a magnet - attracting more
gratefulness... hence increase gratitude levels and building muscles of
appreciation, confidence, positive energy in our lives.
There is a little thing called Hedonic adaptation. Basically, after repeated
exposure to the same emotion-producing stimulus, we tend to experience less of
the emotion. The more we have or get something - the more used to it we get.
Simply, we loss value for it. We get use to things that happen to us - good and bad
and it becomes common.
Hedonic adaptation gives great resiliency and keeps us motivated to achieve ever
things. It also can kill a marriage – we get use to our amazing spouse (or kids, or
job, or house, or car, or game). We stop seeing the positive and start complaining.
It is a psychological imperative to ght hedonic adaptation if we want to
maximize happiness. Gratitude is one of the most powerful tools in our arsenal. It
is the one thing you can't get enough of or too used to.
It is a slow grow process, but worth it weight is results. Like anything worth while,
it's worth putting the time and waiting the time. However you will see slow and
steady results depending on your openness and level of gratitude value put in.
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1. To Cultivate anything takes time - just the same as a garden. Gratitude is a
skill to be cultivated. After years of practice, I have found that it has been a
gradual increase and growth. The initial impact generated after the rst few
weeks of constantly being grateful. Gratitude Journaling.
2. Gratitude is a character trait. And has been a part of the in uence to who we
are. It takes practice, time and patience to chance our character traits to
better ones.

2. Gratitude = attractive/likeablity
There are things called: emotional capital, mental capital, nancial capital, social
capital... and Gratitude generates social capital. Who doesn't want to increase
capital - especially social. Social capital brings us - acceptance, trusted network,
support by others... and whether you'd like to admit it or not - we all desire it.

Gratitude makes us nicer, more trusting, more social, and more appreciative. As a
result, it helps us make more friends, deepen our existing relationships, make
better new ones, increase business opportunities, ...
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Generally when we are grateful we are happier simply because we appreciate
more and when we are happy people are more attracted to us. Ultimately people
want to be happy and have positive energy around them - Especially Successful
people.

3. Gratitude = better health
Check it out: Here is a study I found on the net ... (don't have its origin)

4. Gratitude = career enrichment
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1 - makes you a more effective manager, helps networking, increases
your decision making, increases productivity, ...
As an Entrepreneur Gratitude is vital, I believe. I believe it very dif cult to receive
more of what you don't value or are simply grateful for. Plus all the other
qualities it offers to help build and develop the means to become successful in
building businesses.
2 - helps you achieve your career goals, attract funding, mentors, develop
creative ways to seek out opportunities...

5. Gratitude =stronger emotionally
Gratitude reduces feelings of envy, makes our memories happier, lets us
experience good feelings, and helps us bounce back from stress.

Emotional dis-ease is one of the biggest killer of health, happiness, prosperity... in
any form. When your are practicing Gratitude you actually are taking the magic
pill that combats this.
Emotion is one of the strongest energies we host and when we manifest or create
things in our life we use Emotion either intentionally or unintentionally through
emotional charges. The healthier your emotional state is the better chance you
have in creating your dreams, wishes and ambitions.

6. Gratitude = optimism
Optimism is one of the key traits to attracting and building success in any form in
life - personally and business.
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"Optimism is the key to the door of Opportunities"
- Dean A. DiNardi
The act of gratitude is the act of focusing on the good in life. If we perceive our
current life to have more good, we will also believe our future life to have more
good. Optimism is correlated with gratitude because those who are optimistic are
more likely to focus on the good (what works, how to make better, ...) than on the
bad (personal disappointment, anxiety, what's wrong …).

This is also proved in the Success Mindset vs. the Fixed Mindset or Problem vs.
Solution way of thinking.

7. Gratitude = confidence
If you felt alone, incapable, needing of help or guidance, assistance... And nobody
was there for you. Could you or would you sit in despair of this or nd a way to
get it done?
Gratitude helps to create not only con dence and the ability to do but also a
space where if you do need outside help - there is somebody there. Because of
what is called Self value acknowledgment. If you acknowledge even the smallest
amount of value you have for yourself it offers the ability to build on that. And in
Gratitude you re ect out that value in others. So, when a certain value might be
missing in you - it's really just that you don't see it, however are open to it. So, it
reflects that value through others and by them helping you - you in turn recognize
its value in you.

8. Gratitude = feeling good
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Isn't Feeling Good what It's All about! So, who wouldn't want more of that.
Gratitude feels good and the bene ts from being grateful feel good. In addition,
the rewards we get from our gratitude feel good getting.
When I started to actually write and recognize and show gratitude by my active
acknowledgment of things, happenings, people, situations, money... in my life or
the good and challenging (not bad) - my life started to change greatly.
I'm going to parley Gratitude with something else in this section: Forgiveness. I
do this because when I really started looking at being grateful many things in my
life I found it difficult without forgiveness. Either of myself or others.
Yet, when I did this, the pressure and burden that was once there was no more.
And that felt good. At that point I wanted more and more and with that I was
more willing and able to be grateful for more things.

9. Gratitude =
goals achievement & decision making
In one study, participants were asked to write down those goals which they
wished to accomplish over the next two months. Those who were instructed to
keep a gratitude journal reported more progress on achieving their goals at the
end of the study. One result doesn’t make science – what you should take away
from this is that, at the least, gratitude will not make you lazy and passive. It might
even do the opposite!
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Decision making is really tiring – so tiring that we automate to our subconscious
much of the reasoning that goes behind making a decision. Even for the most
basic of decisions, like where to go eat, there are dozens of variables to consider:
how much time and money do I want to spend, what cuisine would I like today, am
I willing to travel far, what should I get once I get there, and so on. If you
deliberated on each of these decisions one at a time, your mind would
be overwhelmed.
Learn More.
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